
The endlessly morphing screen saver on the giant projection screen casts blue light into the main 

auditorium. Rigging crowded with lights, banks of seating and aisles all point to a wide black stage. 

The synthetic smell of newly lain carpet hangs in the air. The room is brittle, precise, vast. (You know 

this place: the coming together, the upturned faces and raising of hands, the elation. The sense of 

forward movement, of something pressing and out of reach.)  

 

You hear a gentle hushing noise. This hush is so quiet, it is almost imperceptible. It is low and 

unhurried. It is a gentle caress of a noise. It is becoming apparent that this hush is the sound of 

something escaping. The exhalation of a deep sigh.  

 

Over the sound of the hush, you hear something moving. First it is a dripping sound, then the coursing 

of small currents of water.  

 

Slowly, the hushing is becoming a soft slapping against various surfaces. Slapping on hard and 

unyielding things; on doors; on glass; on walls.  

 

The building, in its glossy promise, has over-exerted itself; it appears to be sweating. Small droplets 

of water bead on skirtings and architraves, dribble down doorframes and pool on the stairs. The wool 

of the carpet has saturated, and is breaking out in tears.  

 

The seating, sound desk, projector, and spotlights are all seeping too. Everything is leaking saltwater 

from unseen pores, from the telephone in reception to the bank of monitors in the media room on 

the first floor. A rivulet running down the steel and perspex lectern joins the growing swirl beneath.  

 

The water stains its way across the auditorium, curling up around the legs of several thousand chairs. 

It is licking at the areca palms at the foot of the stage.  

 

The skins of walls are pin pricked, the building’s innards glandular, disgorging their load. The small 

streams becoming torrents, the rivers making a deluge. The turbulence builds and spreads.  

 

Now the water is snaking its way across the polished porcelain floor tiles and curving around the 

reception desk, and the leaflet stand, joining a trajectory flowing from the stairwell, fomenting a swell 

that fills empty rooms and corridors. It is leaking out under the double doors of the atrium.  

 

Outside it is coursing in uneven streams, gushing past the carefully tended beds and street lights in 

the car park, forming small eddies which pattern across the concrete. A traffic cone gently lifts and 

bobs away from the glass frontage.  

 

Soon your ears will ring. You and everything around you will be wet, past your knees and elbows, up 

to your collarbone and neck. Soon you will be immersed. Soon you will watch your slow motion arms 

circle and arc before you as you tumble through the saltwater gloom.  

 



The whole of the ground floor is submerged and seething, and the car park is a churning lake. The 

Luther Suite and the Spurgeon Room are awash. Inside the bookshop a cash register has fallen and 

fractured the laminate floor; its notes fly free; CDs and T-shirts pitch and roll. The salty ferment is 

loosening and stirring the shingle at the entrance to the car park; spoons, key fobs and mouse mats 

dance inside the upsurge, a wall planner spirals and plunges; its corners outstretched arms. An 

offering plate spins and merges with the tumult. Sharp outlines dissolve and blur. You glide, your 

bubble head half-conscious.  

 

___  

 

The neon tip of the cross is winking above the sheen of still water. A whiteboard, a tangle of electrical 

cables, a snare drum with the skin ripped and a high hat, all surface at intervals with a plopping sound, 

as the lake gives up its haul. A small belch of air loosens itself from underneath the sinking lectern, 

setting free a gold tie clip.  

 

A binder full of bloated notes labelled Leadership Academy has found its way out of the conference 

centre up to the surface. Study notes detailing business strategy from group visits to IBM, Xerox, and 

Disney World peel away damply. Diagrams laying out Frameworks for Growth and Life Skills float 

free.  

 

The words GLORY and KINGDOM slide past on brightly embroidered cloth, twisted and turgid. 

The banner smothers a stacking chair, its upended spider legs poking out. A buoyant headset 

microphone crashes gently into a paper coffee cup. A hardback book, An Eternal Revolution: The 

Apostolic Imaginary for the 21st Century, its pages splayed out at awkward angles, drifts past you. 

You scan the horizon, casting your eyes over the water, scour the sodden furnishings and effects.  

 

The taut skin of the building has lost its form, it sags with a pungent weight. It is a germinating 

compost, a fertile ground.  

 


